**Haramaya Law Review Submission Guidelines**

1. The *Haramaya Law Review* (HLR) is seeking original submissions in English or Amharic for upcoming issues. Submissions may be on any topic relevant to the Ethiopian legal community, including analysis of domestic or international laws and cases, the African Union and other international organizations, challenges and lessons from domestic practice, and original field research.

2. Notes and case reviews can also be submitted to HLR. This includes contributions which are descriptive of new laws and policies as long as they have wider relevance.

3. Texts of English submission are typed in Times New Roman 12 fonts 1.5 spaced while the footnotes will be with font size of 10 and single spaced. Amharic texts should be written in Power Ge’ez Unicode. HLR will acknowledge the receipt of all submissions and make publication decisions within one month of receiving a submission. The HLR will publish two issues per year.

4. All factual assertions, direct quotations, statutes, and case references must be cited using footnotes. In general, three consecutive words or more copied from a source should be treated as a direct quotation (given quotation marks and a citation). All citations should be in the style of *The Bluebook: A Uniform System of Citation*. A recommended guide to legal citation is *Introduction to Basic Legal Citation* (online ed. 2010) by Peter W. Martin, which can be found online at http://www.law.cornell.edu/citation.

5. If in doubt as to how to cite a particular source, always include enough information to allow an editor to easily locate the document.

6. The HLR is aimed at a general legal audience who may or may not possess extensive legal education. It is therefore helpful to introduce or explain complex legal ideas, organizations, acronyms, authors, or publications discussed in the article, so as not to confuse readers. In addition, writing should be clear, concise, well-organized, and non-technical.

7. All articles will be reviewed by an external assessor and carefully edited and formatted by the HLR editors prior to publication. HLR adopts double-blinded procedure where neither the assessors know whose article they are assessing nor the authors know who assessed their article. An offer of publication is...
conditional on the author working with the editors to reach consensus on the final edited version. If agreement is not reached, the author will have the option to withdraw the article. Authors are expected to respond to editing requests promptly.

8. Organization of Articles:

8.1. Title Page: The main title of the article should appear centered at the head of the first page in upper cases. The author’s name should appear below the title, also centered in (normal) style followed by author’s information.

8.2. Abstract and Keywords: Authors should provide an abstract of not more than 200 words inserted after the title page for all articles, notes and case reviews. This, as you know, is a precise summary of your entire paper, not just your conclusions, and must be able to stand alone, separate from the rest of the paper. HLR policy is that no citations to other works are used in the abstract. Authors should also include a list of 8 keywords in alphabetical order.

8.3. Internal organization: headings and sub-headings (including the Introduction and Conclusion) should be clearly indicated and should be numbered. This may appear in the following way:

I. This Is Heading 1
   A. This Is Heading 2
      1. This is Heading 3
   II. THIS IS HEADING 1

8.4. Quotations: Quotations longer than 50 words should be presented as independent, fully-indented paragraphs without quotation marks. Quotations of less than 50 words should be presented in the text with single quotation marks. Quotations from foreign languages should normally appear in English translation

8.5. Spelling and Language: Please use American English spelling and expressions and use endings in “ise/isation” rather than “ize/ization.”

9. Sample Citations

Books (edition and publisher are only required where there are multiple editions/publishers):
Newspapers:

Law Review Articles (should include volume number, journal title, page on which article begins, specific page(s) cited):

Magazines:

Works in a Collection:

Online Publications:

International Treaties (include date of signing):

International Law Cases:

Ethiopian Cases

Ethiopian Laws:
FDRE Constitution, Proclamation No 1/1995, FED. NEGARIT GAZETTE, 1st Year No.1, 1995 (hereafter FDRE Constitution), Art. 9(1) [when it appears for the first time], and then FDRE Constitution, Art. 40(3) subsequently.


Short citations:
(same as immediately previous citation) → Id.
(same as immediately previous source, but different page) → Id. at 53.
(same as citation earlier in article) → (Author’s last name), supra note 12.
(same as citation earlier in article, but different page) → (Author’s last name), supra note 12, at 23-26.

10. Please attach the manuscript as a Microsoft Word or OpenOffice file, and include a short biographical statement in the body of the e-mail. While we strongly prefer electronic submissions, we will also accept paper copies if necessary through our address. All submissions should be e-mailed to the HLR editors:

Sileshi Bedasie: sileshibm@gmail.com
Mulugeta Getu: mulugetagetu23@yahoo.com
Richard Wentzell: rjwentzell@gmail.com

SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION
The Haramaya Law Review will be published at least once a year. To subscribe, please contact the Dean of the Haramaya University College of Law: Richard Wentzell: rjwentzell@gmail.com

Article and Case Reviews featuring on Haramaya Law Review are also available online @ http://www.haramaya.edu.et/academics/college-of-law/
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